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President’s Message
By Lynn Jolley

 H  ello Fellow CSI Nashvillians.
What an exciting time to be a CSI member in the 
Nashville area.  The city is experiencing historic growth 
and our chapter is experiencing smart growth. In 
recent years, many members have joined and gone 
straight to work for the chapter; making excellent 
and sometimes extraordinary contributions of ideas, 
time, effort and cash.  Often, these new members are 
younger and join the chapter with the assistance of 
our Emerging Professionals committee. This continued 
inflow of young blood gives hope that our chapter will 
remain vibrant and continue to thrive.

While having vibrant new members is wonderful, 
having our vital (been here a minute) members is 
critical. These members have been with the chapter 
for quite some time; doing what they do.  They do it so well, so systematically, so abundantly, and so 
quietly that those not knowing any better might think the chapter is running itself.  I know better, and 
I am grateful and appreciative. Grateful because I have some idea of how much many of you put into 
serving the chapter and appreciative of the opportunity serve along with you as President.

We had a very good planning meeting last week.  I’ll share a few good things discussed there. 

1. Our own Kent Kile will be elevated to Fellow (the highest level within CSI) at CONSTRUCT 2016 in     
     September and we’ll have roughly 8 chapter members there in Austin to support him.
2.  Our Product Show booths are already sold out.
3.   Membership meetings (save November) are booked through the end of 2016.
4.   SpecHead meetings are booked until March 2017.
6.   The board’s overall goal is growing membership by increasing and promoting our added value to  
 current and potential members.
5.   Everyone at the board meeting shared their goals toward improving the chapter. If some or all of  
 these goals are completely or partially realized, we are destined for a fantastic year.

If you are not already, please become meaningfully involved with the chapter (beyond just attending 
meetings). Reach out to me and I’ll help you with this. If you are more involved than you should or want 
to be, let me know and we can work together to lighten your load.

CSI Nashville is a great chapter.  I am blessed to part of it and honored to be leading it for a year.  

Thanks for what you have done and will do for the chapter.  Special thanks to Melanie (our past 
president) for helping me so much in preparing to be president.

Sincerely,

Y. Lynn Jolley 
CSI, CCS, CCCA, SCIP, AIA



In the last post, we looked at the means 
and methods clause in Article 3 of the A201. 
At the end, I concluded that the architect’s 
responsibilities in construction documents 
are to show what the building should look 
like, identify the materials, and establish the 
standards for those materials. I also stated that 
virtually everything else - including supervising, 
scheduling, coordination, and deciding how 
materials are to be installed - is the contractor’s 
responsibility.

When I make seemingly heretical statements 
like that, I often am asked how I came to such 
a conclusion. Many architects have a hard 
time believing they no longer control much of 
what goes on during construction, contractors 
sometimes don’t like having that much 
responsibility, and subcontractors often tell me 
they don’t like it when designers use reference 
standards because they expect the architect to 
tell them how to do their jobs.

As I explained, my conclusion is based on the 
requirements of the AIA general conditions 
(and general conditions from other sources, 
which typically have similar provisions). Not 
only does the A201 say the contractor is 
responsible for means and methods, it also 
says the architect is not responsible for means 
and methods, in Article 4 (my italics):

 § 4.2 ADMINISTRATION OF THE 
CONTRACT
 
 § 4.2.2 …the Architect will not be 
required to make exhaustive or continuous 
on-site inspections to check the quality or 
quantity of the Work. The Architect will not 
have control over, charge of, or responsibility 

Key clauses of the general conditions

for, the construction means, methods, 
techniques, sequences or procedures, or for the 
safety precautions and programs in connection 
with the Work, since these are solely the 
Contractor’s rights and responsibilities…

Another source of information about 
complementarity and means and methods is 
the AIA Document Commentary for the A201-
2007. Following are a few excerpts. 

 § 1.2.1
 The contractor is expected to make 
reasonable inferences from the contract 
documents. When the documents show wall 
partitions covered by drywall… it may be 
inferred that some reasonable method will be 
used to attach the drywall to the underlying 
framework.

 § 3.2.2
 The contractor is responsible for 
performing all work shown and specified, 
unless it is specifically stated to be the work of 
others.

 § 4.2.1 (under 4.1 Administration of the 
Contract)
The word administration is not intended to 
imply that the architect either supervises or 
directs the construction effort.

 § 4.2.2 (see quotation of 4.2.2 above)
The last sentence underscores the statement 
of the contractor’s responsibilities in 3.3.1 
and reinforces the dividing line between the 
contractor’s responsibilities and those of the 
architect.

Does any of this prohibit the architect from 
specifying means and methods, such as telling 
the contractor to schedule meetings and when 



to schedule them, or from specifying installation methods, or from dictating when things should 
be done? No, but - in so doing, the architect assumes responsibility for them, at the same time 
relieving the contractor of responsibility.

Each architect is responsible for deciding what and how much information must be included in 
the contract documents. Previously, we have discussed redundancies, which can be confusing and 
contradictory, and needlessly increase the time required to understand what is to be done. Even so, 
some architects - and many owners - are convinced that repetition is necessary to make sure that 
some requirements are read and understood. In much the same way, many architects do not trust 
contractors, manufacturers, or installers to know what they are doing, and try to tell them how to 
do their jobs.

The intent is good, but in practice, it’s an impossible task. If installers don’t understand their own 
jobs, which are of limited scope in the context of the entire project, how can an architect be 
expected to be an expert in installation not only of that product, but of all the other hundreds of 
products? Remember, too, that typical owner-contractor and contractor-subcontractor agreements 
require the contractor and subcontractor to have read and understood the contract documents, 
and they sign agreements attesting to that knowledge.

All of these things are tied together by agreements. Rather than ignore those agreements, they 
should be respected and enforced, and each entity should understand and honor the terms of their 
contracts.

© 2016, Sheldon Wolfe, RA, FCSI, CCS, CCCA, CSC

Key clauses of the general 
conditions ...Continued

SAVE THE DATE
Holiday Bash 2016

CSI, IIDA, AGC, ABC, CFMA, USGBC
December 1st – Marathon Music Works



Alexandria, Va. (Month Day, 2016) – CSI announced today that 
the organization will elevate Kent Kile along with eight other 
CSI members to Fellow of the Institute during the CSI Honors 
& Awards Ceremony at CONSTRUCT 2016 & The CSI Annual 
Convention in Austin, Texas, on Thursday, September 8, 2016. 

Fellows are nominated by their colleagues 
and selected by CSI’s Jury of Fellows in 
recognition of their accomplishments 
in advancing construction technology, 
improving construction specifications, 
educating people in the construction 
industry or advancing the goals of the 
Institute.

Kent has been a member of CSI since 
1989 and is a member of the Nashville, 
Memphis, Chattanooga, Knoxville, Little 
Rock and Southwest Missouri chapters. He 
is currently Architectural Manager for PPG 
Paints. 

Highlights of Kent’s career include: 30 
years of service with PPG in several sales and management positions. Kent was recently 
honored by the Nashville CSI chapter by receiving the 2016 Ed Street Award. This award is 
the highest honor that can be given to a Nashville chapter member. 
 
In the organization’s 68-year history, less than 430 members have been elevated to 
Fellowship. For more information on CSI Fellows visit www.csinet.org/fellowship. CSI 
members and colleagues are encouraged to attend the CSI Honors & Awards Ceremony 
where the Fellowship Investiture will take place. There is no charge to attend the Ceremony. 
Immediately following the Ceremony, there will be a Celebration of Fellows Reception. 

To register to attend the Ceremony and Celebration, visit the CONSTRUCT 2016 & The CSI 
Annual Convention website at www.constructshow.com.

CSI to Elevate Kent Kile to 
Fellowship at Annual Convention



How do you keep up with what’s going on in CSI NASHVILLE...
FOLLOW us on twitter @CSI_Nashville

LIKE us on facebook CSI Nashville
CONNECT with us on LinkedIn CSI Nashville

and don’t forget to check out our website www.csinashville.org

CSI NASHVILLE CHAPTER CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Visit our webpage at

http://www.csinashville.org/events.php

This calendar is a live Google calendar so anyone using an Android smartphone or iOS 
(Apple) can link to it quickly and get chapter events on their calendars and agendas. 
Please contact Devin Righter with any questions.

STAY IN THE KNOW

www.csinashville.org


April chApter meeting  
louis medcAlf
greshAm smith & pArtners

Submitted by Lynn Jolley CSI, AIA, CCS, CCCA, SCIP

The presenter at this month’s chapter meeting, 
Louis Medcalf, Senior Quality Director, Gresham 
Smith & Partners spoke on the topic “Multiple 
Work Packages”. The following are 10 points of 
interest on this topic:

1. Issuing multiple work packages, means 
instead of issuing full sets of construction 
documents at one time, portions are released 
for bidding and pricing at different times.

2. Multiple work (a.k.a. early release) packages are issued to facilitate fast track delivery of construction 
projects.  Fast tracking (which is becoming more common) is done to speed up the construction of a 
project. 

3. Until recently, one of the biggest challenges associated with issuing multiple work packages is that 
there have been no comprehensive guidelines, resulting in every company using different methods and 
procedures. 

4. To help address this challenge the Construction Specifications Institute’s (CSI), Technical Committee 
appointed a Task Team in the winter of 2012 and worked with Construction Specifications Canada (CSC) 
to develop guidelines.  The task team included architects, engineers, specifiers, contract administrators, 
contractors, a code consultant, and a construction lawyer.

5. Louis Medcalf, who was on the task team, submitted a proposal to CSI and CSC for writing a multiple work 
packages guide document.  That guide document was completed and published in 2014.

6. Multiple work package projects typically have shortened overall construction times, but require greater 
expenditures of time and money in producing and tracking construction documents.

7. Design firms have been known to run construction documents production in double shifts to keep up with 
the demanding schedules of fast track projects. GS&P did that for their Capitol View, Nashville TN Project.

8. In projects such as hotels and schools, extra expenses to owners for design work associated with multiple 
work packages is often gained back when these facilities are available for earlier use.

9. The use of newer technologies such as Building Information Modeling (BIM) and the willingness of building 
officials to issue permits in phases are key to the success of multiple-work package projects.

10. Document control is critical in fast-track projects.  Excellent practices, to this end, include having one 
or more experienced people on design/construction teams managing the documents, and compiling  
conformed sets of documents (which include all the work packages) at the end of the project.

The book Multiple Work Package Projects is available for purchase at the online store at www.csinet.org 



mAy chApter meeting  
chip o’reAr
custom Building products

Submitted by Lynn Jolley CSI, AIA, CCS, CCCA, SCIP

The presenter at this month’s chapter meeting 
was, Chip O’Rear. Chip who has been with Custom 
Building Products for over 25 years, spoke on  the 
topic  “Tile Installation - 25 Years of Changes and 
Trends”.  The following are 10 points of interest on 
this topic:

1. Over the years the Tile Council installation book 
has grown from 1/8” to ¾”.  This is because all 
the floor installation methods have been split 
into on ground, and above ground and because 
details from the Marble Council for stone tile installations have been included. 

2. Many years ago tiling was a real craft and there were only a few people that could install tile.  Today there are 
many people that have the capability to install tie.

3. Large format tiles are being installed more frequently. Some of these tiles can be cut and snapped using the 
same equipment and methods used for cutting large sheets of glass.

4. A new standard being proposed for setting large format tile includes edge leveling devices. These devices are 
plastic and are part of the permanent installation and help proper and level placement of tile.

5. The two reasons for installing tile in thickset beds are: 
a.  When the tile is a highly polished stone there is a need for a high level of flatness. 
b.  Where there is a need to slope tile to drains (in bathrooms for example).

6. Crack isolation membranes can suppress cracks in concrete from transferring through to tile.
7. Building movement joints in substrates below tile can be relocated in the tile by covering the joint with crack 

isolation membrane and making the nearest grout joint a soft joint (a joint with sealant instead of grout).
8. Tile products won’t stick to dust or curing compounds, so they must be removed. The best contaminant removal 

method for concrete is bead blasting.
9. Self leveling underlayments are needed to smooth out concrete when large format tiles are being installed.
10. It is important to provide soft joints in tiles every 20 to 25 feet. For wet areas, exterior areas and interior areas 

exposed to sun provide soft joints every 8 to 12 feet.

Contact Information:
Chip O’Rear, CSI, CCPR, CTC, CCSMTT, LEED AP
Custom Building Products Representative
Georgia, Charlotte NC, South Carolina, Tennessee,
Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana
770-329-0020
E-Mail: chip@cbpmail.net

adverTise 
your business here

Contact Mike Martin For Details
specifacts@southeastassociates.com



2016 Nashville Emerging Leader Awards finalists revealed
Jun 7, 2016, 10:46am CDT 
Eric Snyder Managing Editor Nashville Business Journal
BIZSPACE SPOTLIGHT 
 
The Nashville Area Chamber of Commerce and YP Nashville have announced their finalists for 
the 2016 Nashville Emerging Leader Awards, now in its 10th year.
The awards program recognizes professionals under the age of 40 for accomplishments in 
their field and community contributions. The awards ceremony will be held Aug. 4 at Lipscomb 
University.

The NELAs also include the YP Nashville Impact Award, which honors a business leader for 
making a significant impact in terms of community leadership and professional development 
of young professionals. This year’s award will be given to Mark McNeely, founder and senior 
partner at McNelly, Pigott and Fox Public Relations.
The following are this year’s finalists, grouped by category:
Architecture, Engineering & Construction 

•	 Joseph	Bucher,	Gresham,	Smith	and	Partners

•	 Beth Hargis, HFR Design
•	 Brent	Hughes,	Gresham,	Smith	and	Partners
•	 Brittany	Shepherd,	Turner	Construction	Company
•	 Britnie	Turner,	Aerial	Development	Group



Cindi Brooks
34 Years

Michelle Forchetti
New Member

John Maxwell
27 Years

Troy Williams
22 Years

James Christain
42

Michael Johnson
New Member

Jim Waddell
20 Years

James Bell
15 Years

Nina Bowling
11 Years

David Campbell
New Member

RandyCampbell
6 Years

Kevin Corkern
27 Years

Tom Dowling
1 year

Jerilyn Green
1 Year

Randy Huffman
14 Years

Wallace Hutcherson
33 Years 

Boyd Jacoway
35 Years

David Johnson
11 Years

Wendell Leisinger
12 Years

Gabriela Marroquin
New Member

Kathy Pedigo
36 Years

Stephanie Pielich
4 Years

Stefann Plishka
New Member

John Potter Jr.
35 Years

Aaron Schaller
1 Year

Meagan Vaughn
1 Year

Amber Veach
3 Years

Don Willams
24 Years

May anniversaries

june anniversaries



Advertising in Specifacts is an inexpensive way to get your business message out to the CSI members.

It also helps support the efforts of our local Nashville CSI chapter. Below are our affordable rates. For 
more information, please contact:

Mike Martin
specifacts@southeastassociates.com

Business Card:  $100 for 6 editions

Quarter Page:   $35 per edition
   $150 for 6 editions

Half page:   $50 per edition
   $250 for 6 editions
   
Full page:   $100 per edition 
   $500 for 6 editions

Contribute To Specifacts!!

Jan-Feb Issue   Deadline Jan 16th
March-April Issue  Deadline March 16th 
May-June Issue  Deadline May 16th
July-August Issue  Deadline July 16th
Sept-Oct Issue  Deadline Sept 16th
Nov-Dec Issue  Deadline Nov 16th
 

Send article ideas to:
Mike Martin
specifacts@southeastassociates.com

adverTise your business here



	  

SAVE	  the	  DATE	  
2016	  CONSTRUCTION	  PRODUCT	  SHOW	  

Tuesday,	  October	  18th	  	  10:00	  –	  3:00	  
NISSAN	  STADIUM….home	  of	  the	  Tennessee	  Titans	  

	  
Sponsored	  by:	  

                   
Registration Opens September 20th  

Visit our website for registration details www.csinashville.org 
 

 Accredited	  Complimentary	  Seminars	  
Seminar	  1:	  Reorganization	  of	  STREAM	  Capital	  Projects	  

Presented	  by	  Natalie	  Hansen,	  Executive	  Director	  of	  Capital	  Projects	  	  –	  1	  LU	  Credit	  	  
	  

Seminar	  2:	  New	  LEED	  V4	  –	  1	  LU	  Credit	  
Presented	  by	  Mike	  Leonard,	  greenSTUDIO	  Sustainability	  Consulting	  

	  	  
	  Seminar	  3:	  How	  to	  Operate	  in	  a	  BIM	  Environment	  –	  1	  LU	  Credit	  
Presented	  by	  Mark	  Swanson,	  International	  Masonry	  Institute	  

	  
Featured	  booths:	  Southland	  Brick	  and	  Block,	  Tnemec,	  Xypex,	  Builders	  Exchange	  of	  Tennessee,	  LoJac,	  PPG,	  Panel	  
Specialists,	  Southeast	  Associates,	  Alley-‐Cassetty	  Brick,	  Homasote,	  Guardian	  Industries,	  DIRTT,	  Ardex,	  Sherwin	  
Williams,	  Marion	  Ware,	  McElroy	  Metals,	  Mid	  South	  Prestress,	  Huber	  Engineered	  Woods,	  Brandon	  Company,	  Phelan	  &	  
Associates,	  Key	  Resin,	  Duro-‐Last	  Roofing,	  Boral	  Bricks,	  Philadelphia	  Commercial,	  MiTek	  Builders	  Products,	  Johns	  
Manville,	  Ferguson	  Enterprises,	  Farrell	  Calhoun,	  Custom	  Aluminum	  Systems,	  Hillyer	  Sales,	  record	  automatic	  doors,	  
Coastal	  Construction	  Products,	  Keene	  Building	  Products,	  Translucent	  Design,	  MAPEI,	  IMI,	  Rockcast,	  Sage	  Glass,	  
Tectura	  Designs,	  SIKA,	  Crimsafe,	  Retroplate,	  SOPREMA	  Inc.,	  LP	  Coro,	  International	  Masonry	  Institute,	  Draper,	  
Dimensional	  Metals,	  Inc.	  	  
	  

Free	  Admission	  and	  Parking � 	  	  	  	  Door	  Prizes	  	  	  � 	  	  	  Lunch	  Provided	  



	  

Sponsorship	  Opportunity	  
	  

CSI	  Product	  Show	  –	  Tuesday,	  October	  18th	  @	  Titan’s	  Stadium	  
	  
	  
Lunch	  Sponsors	  (unlimited)	  $100	   	  	  	  
Include:	  	  
	  

¥ Lunch	  Sponsor	  company	  names	  will	  be	  displayed	  on	  cocktail	  tables	  throughout	  the	  show	  
floor,	  bars	  and	  lunch	  buffets.	  	  	  

¥ List	  of	  sponsors	  will	  be	  displayed	  on	  all	  the	  closed	  circuit	  TV’s	  during	  show	  hours	  	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
To	  sign	  up,	  fill	  out	  form	  below	  and	  email	  along	  with	  your	  company	  logo	  to:	  
mkenney@southlandbrickandblock.com	  
	  
	  
Company	  Name____________________________________________________________	  
	  
	  
Contact	  Person_____________________________________________________________	  
	  
	  
Phone	  Number______________________________	  
	  
	  
Email	  Address______________________________________________________________	  
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Here are some tips contractors can use, both 
during projects and prior to inspection, to help 
ensure the roof passes inspection the first  
time around.

General
• Prior to inspection, all work must be

completed, including roofing, metal, curbs,
and details.

• It is the contractor’s responsibility to grant
the inspector access to the rooftop. If
the inspector cannot access the roof, no
warranty can be issued.

• Always refer to manufacture's field guide 
or mobile app for field-fabricated details, 
coverage rates, bead spacing, etc.

Insulation
• Make sure there are no gaps greater than

¼" between boards.
• If insulation becomes saturated during

installation, it must be replaced.
• Follow the fastening patterns recommended

by the insulation manufacturer.

Membrane
• Check for angle change securement; slopes

exceeding 2":12" require securement.
• Membrane attachment must be installed

at all perimeters of each roof level as well
as curbs, skylights, tie-ins, expansion
joints, pipes with diameters exceeding
18", and all inside deck angle changes
greater than 2":12".

• On mechanically attached systems,
all penetrations require securement,
regardless of size.

ROOF Inspection Tips
Field Seams

• EPDM seam widths depend on the type of
membrane used and the length of warranty
required.
-  Adhesive seams on adhered or ballasted

systems must be a minimum of 3" wide.
-  Mechanically attached field seams that 

utilize seam fastening plates must be a 
minimum of 6" wide.

• There must be no wrinkles or fish-mouths
in the seam areas.

• Make sure all TPO and PVC seams are
probed prior to inspection to ensure that
there are no false or cold welds.

Flashing
• Ensure that all penetrations, curbs, 

scuppers, and drains are flashed in 
accordance with manufacturer details.

•
Check the following areas for appropriate 
Water Cut-Off Mastic coverage:
-  EPDM: under Termination Bar, Pipe

Boots (VGC-8.0), and scuppers
-  TPO and PVC: under Termination Bar and 
all pipe penetrations

Tip: Remember to apply the appropriate 
termination material and securement to 
provide constant compression for the Water 
Cut-Off Mastic.

Penetration Pockets
• On adhered and ballasted systems,

penetration pockets greater than 12" on
any side require membrane attachment.

• On mechanically attached systems, all
penetration pockets require membrane
attachment, regardless of size.

• Make sure penetration pockets are
completely filled to a minimum depth of 2"
with Pourable Sealer.

Drains
• All bolts and clamps must be tightened in

place.
• Water Cut-Off Mastic must be used.
• Compression drain ring components must

be intact.

Pipe Flashings
• On adhered and ballasted systems,

membrane attachment is required around
all pipes greater than 18" in diameter.

• On mechanically attached systems,
all pipes, regardless of size, require
membrane attachment.

• On field-fabricated pipe flashings, ensure
that there is no seam separation (bridging)
at angle changes.

• In cool temperatures, warm the flashing
material with a heat gun.

Corners
• Check all outside corners for bridging 24

hours after installation. Major causes of
bridging include:
-  Uncured flashing applied with wet primer

at angle changes
-  Failure to use a heat gun when required

by Mike Martin - South East Associates
CSI, RCIRaise The Roof



2015 CONSTRUCTION PRODUCT SHOW 

Tuesday, October 20th 10:00 – 3:00 
Nissan Stadium ….home of the Tennessee Titans 

Registration opens September 28th 
Go to our website to register.        www.csinashville.org 

Free Admission   

Accredited Complimentary Seminars 

Door Prizes through-out the day 

Free Lunch   11:30- 2:00 

Scroll down to read about seminars and to see vendor booth layout. 

Many thanks to our Printing Sponsor………… 

May 2016 Meeting Photos



it’s tiMe to 86 your 
testiMonial Page

If you’re like a lot of business 
owners, you’ve done your 
research about the importance 
of reviews. You know that a huge 
majority of internet users rely on 
reviews of businesses to make 
purchasing decisions, and you’ve 
probably put a lot of effort into 
managing your review pages, 
responding to negative reviews, 
and demonstrating how helpful 
you are to potential customers. 
All of that is great, and you 
should keep doing it.

What’s the problem, then? If 
you’re taking those reviews and 
sticking them on a Testimonials 
page on your website, you’re 
undoing all your hard work. 
Here’s why.

Submitted By Mike Martin - South East Associates 
CSI, RCI



The first thing you need to know is that cus-
tomers don’t trust testimonials.

But wait, you might be thinking. Didn’t I just 
say that the majority of customers rely on 
reviews when making purchasing decisions?

Note the language. They rely on reviews, 
not testimonials. It doesn’t matter if your 
testimonials started out as reviews. The 
moment you pick one out and stick it on 
your website, it’s a testimonial – something 
you solicited from a customer you knew was 
happy and satisfied.

Even if you include a few less than stellar 
reviews in the mix, it’s unlikely that customers 
will even bother to visit the page. They are 
going to assume that you picked out the best 
of the best, and that they won’t learn anything 
real about your company, products, or service 
by visiting the page. 

In case you’re still not convinced, let’s envision 
a scenario where a company culls their best 
online reviews to put on their website. A 
customer decides to read them, and then – still 
unconvinced – decides to bounce over to Yelp 
to see what the people there have to say.

How do you think it will affect your credibility 
if there’s a significant disconnect between 
what’s on your site and your average Yelp 
rating? I’ll give you a hint: it’s not going to 
do you any favors. Customers want to see 
honest reviews, including the negative ones 
– and they want to see how you respond to 
the bad reviews.

It’s also important to note that the changes that 
Google made to local business information on 
Google+ mean that the only thing customers 
will see there are your location information 
and your reviews. You might as well make the 
most of them.

TesTimonials and TrusT

The first thing 
you need to know 
is that customers 
don’t trust 
testimonials.



If you’re wondering how you can harness the 
power of reviews while avoiding the pitfalls I 
have described above, don’t worry. I’m about 
to tell you. The key here is to link to (not copy) 
reviews from your website, and to do so in a 
way that doesn’t step on anybody’s toes. Here’s 
what you need to do.

1. Ditch the “Testimonials” page and make it 
a “Reviews” page instead.

2. At the top of the page, put a few sentences 
about how you think it’s important for 
potential customers to hear what existing 
customers think of you. With that in mind, 
you’re providing them with some quick and 
easy links so they can see for themselves.

3. For every link you include, make sure to 
use the target=”_blank” command so that 
the review site opens in a separate tab. 
You don’t want to encourage people to 
navigate away from your page, so don’t 
skip this step.

4. Put a link to Google reviews at the top 
of your page. Google reviews are always 
going to be at the top of any list of search 
results, so you might as well list them first 
on your page.

5. Do not link directly to your Yelp page. 
That might not seem to make sense, but 
Yelp frowns on direct links, so you want 
to make it look like visitors from your site 
are arriving at Yelp via organic search. The 
way to do that is to do a Google search 
for [your business] Yelp, and then copy 
the link to the SERP (search engine results 
page) url. When visitors click it, they will be 
taken to the Google SERP page with Yelp 
at the top of the listings where they can 
easily click it.

6. Do the same thing for any other relevant 
review sites, including Angie’s List and 
industry-specific sites.

The point of doing things like this is that you 
get all the benefit of directing customers to 
reviews without the suspicious element of 
listing them on your own website. Whether 
you agree with the perception that Testimonial 
pages are not to be trusted or not, the fact is 
that customers want to feel they have access 
to unbiased and honest reviews that are a true 
reflection of what they can expect if they do 
business with you.

How To link To reviews



Tips for Handling reviews

If you want to get 
more reviews up on 
sites like Yelp and 
Angie’s List, consider 
handing out review 
postcards to customers 
when they leave your   
       business

If you’re worried about linking to unfiltered 
review pages, there is actually a very easy 
two-part solution that can alleviate that fear 
altogether:

1. Do a great job of monitoring your review 
pages and replying in a professional and 
helpful manner to negative reviews. I 
know, it seems obvious – but sometimes 
the obvious solution really is the best one. 
If you want to be sure that customers 
are getting a clear picture of your great 
products and services, show them how 
important customers are by giving great 
customer service. It’s not rocket science – 
nor should it be.

2. If you want to get more reviews up on sites 
like Yelp and Angie’s List, consider handing 
out review postcards to customers when 
they leave your business. Some customers 
might leave a review anyway, but there’s 
no harm in encouraging them to do so. By 
providing a card, you’re making it easy.

If you find yourself resisting the idea of doing 
away with Testimonials, think of it this way. You 
still have them, you’re only changing the name. 

If you were listing only rave reviews on your 
site, the chances are good that your customers 
would go seek out the rest of your reviews in 
spite of that. This way, you’re being up front 
with them about your reviews, which shows 
them you have nothing to hide.



Benefits and Opportunities 
As a CSI Nashville Chapter member, you get many benefits.  As in all organizations, you must 
engage to reap the rewards.  Here are some of our benefits and how you can get involved. 

Networking    This is probably the single best benefit of your CSI membership.  Monthly meetings and various
events throughout the year provide many, many opportunities to network.  Also by volunteering and working on 
committees, you can really get to know your fellow professionals.  Many of our members have become best 
friends for life.  People tend to do business with folks they know, trust, and like.  So get involved!   

Certification   The CSI Program of Certifications is designed to educate, inform and validate those in all areas of 
design and construction. The Nashville CSI Chapter aggressively promotes the CDT program which is the basis for 
the three certifications: CCS, CCCA and CCPR. Starting in January each year the Nashville Chapter provides 10 
weeks of two hour classes focused on the Contract Documents Technologist criteria. The Construction Documents 
Technology Certificate is a comprehensive overview for anyone who writes, interprets, enforces, or manages 
construction documents. Classes are open to anyone interested. You do not need to be a member and there is no 
cost to attend. To find out more about CSI and the CDT and Certification program check www.csinet.org  and click 
on the Certification menu item.   In addition to the CDT classes, the chapter provides assistance for candidates who 
intend to take the CCS, CCCA or CCPR exams. This assistance can be tailored to meet specific needs. The CDT 
classes will cover MasterFormat, UniFormat, AIA A201 – 2007 General Conditions and various other documents 
commonly used in construction.  For more information contact:  cmanka@comcast.net

Monthly Meetings Ten monthly meetings per year – held the third Tuesday of each month at the 
Adventure Science Center at 11:30.  Lunch is provided in local membership dues. You must RSVP prior to meetings. 
We strive to provide AIA credits for many of our meetings.  Networking with fellow professionals and learning 
about new local projects are also benefits of attending.  We do not schedule a meeting in July and December.  The 
October meeting is our Product Show.  Contact Jill Colby @ jcolby@marinoware.com  or Stephen Martin @  
stephenclydemartin@gmail.com to get on our meeting announcement and RSVP list. 

Spec Heads  This group meets the second Tuesday of every month and is designed primarily for spec
writers.  A vendor provides the program each month and complimentary box lunches for attendees.  AIA credit for 
attending.  You must RSVP.  Contact Aaron Schaller at aschaller@southlandbrickandblock.com to get on the 
announcement list or to provide an AIA program. 

Construction Product Show is held the third Tuesday of October at the Titans Stadium.  We sell vendor
booths and provide complimentary continuing education seminars for design profesionals through-out the day 
that offer AIA credit.  Free lunch to all attendees.  This is our single largest event of the year. Contact Tiffany Goulet 
at tiffany@nexgen-cr.com to find out more. 



Golf Tournament Contact Steve Honey @ shoney@southlandbrickandblock.com for information. This 
event will be held in late spring.  We partner with IFMA and everyone has a great time at this sold out event 
each year!  Proceeds from CSI involvement fund our Emerging Professionals Scholarship Fund each year. 

Holiday Bash   An event not to be missed!  We partner with AGC, CFMA, ABC, IIDA, and USGBC among other 
smaller construction groups and hold this event the second Thursday of December at Marathon Music Works.  It 
is free to our members and significant others.  Live Music, 2 free drink tickets, Photo Booth, Contests, 
Networking, etc.  We expect around 400 folks this year so plan to attend! 

Thirsty Thursday Events       Held the first Thursday of each month at various local places of interest.  CSI
partners with IIDA and IFMA to provide free appetizers and opportunities to meet and fellowship with other 
construction professionals. Lots of fun! 

Awards   Our chapter awards those individuals who work hard for our chapter.  We also submit for regional and
institute awards both for our chapter and for individuals.  We have a very special banquet every year to celebrate 
those achievements, open to all chapter members.   

On-Line Education Webinars are offered to CSI members regularly.  Join a chat group on Linkedin.  See us
also on Facebook. 

Emerging Professional Scholarship Program   There is a program available for folks entering their careers
as construction professionals (within three years of employment in the Nashville and surrounding areas) to receive 
a complimentary one year membership –they only pay $50 total dues.  Contact Jarod Finger at 
Jarrod@wisengineers.com for more information and application packets. 

Regional Meetings    The CSI Gulf States Region holds one meeting per year where you can get involved with
construction folks throughout the southeast.  This is great for new board members or new CSI members wanting to 
learn about committees and chapter functions.  There are plenty of seasoned CSI members there to help and to 
teach you.  It is a great experience and also a lot of fun. Ask about our chapter reimbursement policy too. 

Institute Convention   Once a year in the fall, there is a CSI Convention held in a major city.  Nashville was the
designated city in 2013 and will be again because of the positive response and attendance from that wonderful 
event. Many, many CSI Nashville Chapter volunteers made that event so successful.   

Please contact me if I can answer any questions for you!

Lynn Jolley,   2016-2017 Chapter President 

615-876-8096 

ljolley@comcast.net

You can also check out our chapter website:   www.csinashville.org 
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OFFICERS

Rick Jones, President
(615) 367-1333
(615) 367-6918 fax
rjones@twfrierson.com

Jim Christain, Immediate Past President
(615) 386-9962
(615) 495-1971 cell
jchristain@aol.com

Jerry Curtis, President Elect 
(615) 790-2828
tnbass@comcast.net

Melanie Kenney, Vice President
(615) 979-9497
mkenney@southlandbrickandblock.com

Dan Cress, Secretary
(615) 377-9773
(615) 370-4147 fax
dcress@tmpartners.com

Jack Potter, Treasurer
(615) 370-8500
(615) 370-8530 fax
jpotter@hfrdesign.com

DIRECTORS

Loretta Baltz, Chapter Director
(615) 844-1017
(615) 250-9425 fax
Loretta.baltz@construction.com

Mark Buck, Chapter Director
(615) 973-2013
 mark_buck@bellsouth.net

COMMITTEE CHAIRS & CO-CHAIRS

Kevin Russell, Academic 
Liaison
(615) 767-6139
krussell@mcelroymetal.com

Troy Williams, Awards
(615) 356-9911
(615) 352-6737 fax
troy@bargecauthen.com 

Jerry Curtis, Programs 
(615) 790-2828
tnbass@comcast.net

Mike Martin, 
Publications/Editor
(615) 864-6350 
mike@southeastassociates.com

Carl Manka, Certifi cation
(615) 366-4401
(615) 366-3992 fax
carl.manka@tbr.edu 

Michael Gober, Education
(615) 351-7468
michael.gober@shawinc.com

Devin Righter, Membership
(615) 690-7200
devin@bxtn.org

Tiffany Goulet, Electronic 
Communication
(615) 333-1000
(615) 333-1006 fax
tiffany@nexgen.cr.com

Loretta Baltz, Friendship
(615) 844-1017
(615) 250-9425 fax
Loretta.baltz@construction.com

Melanie Kenney, Product Show
(615) 979-9497
mkenney@southlandbrickand
block.com

Vickie Dyer Long, Product Show 
Vice-Chair
(615) 844-1017
(615) 250-9425 fax
vickie.dyer@construction.com

Jarrod Finger, Emerging Professionals 
(615) 953-9474 ext. 704
(615) 658-8145 fax
jarrod@wisengineers.com

Jerry Curtis, Technical
(615) 790-2828
tnbass@comcast.net

Tom Parshall, Planning
(615) 399-5275
(615) 399-5285 fax
tlparch@bellsouth.net

Arya Kabiri, Social
Media
(615) 377-9773
(615) 370-4147 fax
aryak@tmpartners.com

Steve Honey, Chapter Director
(615) 533-7886
shoney@southlandbrickandblock.com

Lynn Jolley, Chapter Director
(615) 876-8096
ljolley@comcast.net

Devin Righter, Chapter Director
(615) 690-7200
devin@bxtn.org

Kevin Russell, Chapter Director
(615) 767-6139
krussell@mcelroymetal.com

CSI Nashville - Officers  & Directors/Committee Chairs & Co-Chairs
July 1, 2016 –June 30, 2017

President  Lynn Jolley  615-876-8096  ljolley@comcast.net
Past president  Melanie Kenney 615-979-9497  mkenney@southlandbrickandblock.com
President elect  Dan cress  615-523-5235  dcress@tmpartners.com
Treasurer  Jack potter   615-370-8500  jpotter@hfrdesign.com
Secretary  Derek Hickman  615-953-9474 x708 derek@wisengineers.com 
2nd year director Stephen Martin  615-669-9363 yes stephen.martin@panelspec.com
2nd year director Tiffany Goulet  615-423-8321 yes tiffany@nexgen-cr.com
2nd year director Vickie Long  270-866-5443  vickie.dyer@construction.com
1st year director David Bockian  615-615-353-5100 dbockian@twfrierson.com
1st year director Michael Gober  615-615.351.7468  michael.gober@shawinc.com
1st year director Kent Kile  615-347-4572  kkile@ppg.com

**6 of the above persons must be present at board meetings for a voting quorum**

Committee Chairs & Co-Chairs

Awards   Melanie Kenney 615-979-9497 mkenney@southlandbrickandblock.com
Awards Co-Chair  Troy Williams  615-645-5929 twilliams@cauthenandassoc.com
Certification   Carl Manka   615-351-1177 carl.manka@tbr.edu
Certification Co-Chair  Lynn Jolley  615-876-8096 ljolley@comcast.net
Education   Michael Gober   615-351-7468 michael.gober@shawinc.com
Education Co-Chair  Scott Beasley   615-390-3945 sbeasley@ppg.com
Emerging Professionals Jarrod Finger  865-850-8707 Jarrod@wisengineers.com
Golf Tournament  Steve Honey   615-533-7886 shoney@southlandbrickandblock.com 
Holiday Party   Rick Jones, Tiffany Goulet, Melanie Kenney        
Membership   Jill Colby  615-330-2746 jcolby@marinoware.com
Membership Co-Chair  Stephen Martin   615-669-9363 stephenclydemartin@gmail.com
MTSU Academic Liaison Kevin Russell  615-767-6139 krussell@mcelroymetal.com
Planning   Tom Parshall  615-479-6199 tlparch@bellsouth.net
Product Show   Tiffany Goulet  615-423-8321 tiffany@nexgen-cr.com
Product Show Co-Chair Erin Stewart   615-790-9840 echambers@lojac.com 
Programs   Amber Vetch  615-238-6409 asveach@dixieply.com
Social Media   Arya Kabiri  423-326-4872 aryak@tmpartners.com
Spec Heads   Aaron Schaller  615-995-5023 aschaller@southlandbrickandblock.com
Spec Heads Co-Chair  Jerry Curtis  615-969-8970 tnbass@comcast.net
Specifacts   Mike Martin  615-864-6350 specifacts@southeastassociates.com
Toast & Tour Chair  Tim Yoko  615-377-9773 tyoko@tmpartners.com
Website   Tiffany Goulet  615-423-8321 tiffany@nexgen-cr.com


